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 Technical knowledge of the rules

- What’s ECPI1?

- Methods for claiming ECPI1

- The new ECPI rules?
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The new ECPI choice rules

What we’ll cover today

 Application of the ECPI choice rules

1. Exempt current pension income
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It all depends on ECPI……

 Exempt current pension income = ECPI

 How a fund claims ECPI impacts capital gains and losses, expense deductibility and tax losses and depends on 

the type of fund

 Today we are going to consider the rules for claiming ECPI for different types of fund

- A fund which has periods where it is solely in retirement phase but at other times also has a non-

retirement phase account – NEW RULES



 ECPI = exempt current pension income

- Reduces a fund’s assessable income

- Eligible if have a retirement phase income stream and minimum pension standards met 

- ECPI applies to assessable income including net capital gains, excluding non-arm’s length income and 

assessable contributions

- ECPI is calculated annually

 Claimed in the SMSF annual return at 

- Section A item 10

- Section B Item Y
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What is ECPI?



 Section 295.390 of ITAA 1997

- Trustee requires an actuarial certificate if want to claim ECPI (is optional)

- Actuarial certificate is for a full income year and states the exempt income proportion

- Expenses deductible to the extent incurred in producing assessable income

 Common methods for apportioning general expenses:

- Actuarial method of (1 – exempt income proportion)

- Income ratio method in TR 93/17: assessable income1 / total income

 ECPI = exempt income proportion x assessable income 

- Assessable income excludes non-arm’s length income and assessable contributions and includes net 
capital gains
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Proportionate method for ECPI

1. Assessable income for the purpose of the formula includes non-assessable contributions and rollovers.
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Smarties super fund

Doreen has an 
accumulation balance and 
is still contributing

Max is retired and has an 
account-based pension

account-based pension

accumulation account
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 Actuarial exempt income proportion = 66.157%

 Assessable income including net capital gain and excluding assessable contributions

- $25,455 in assessable income excluding assessable contributions

- $40,000 net capital gain due to sale of fund assets 

- Total = 40,000 + 25,455 = $65,455

 ECPI = 0.66157 x 65,455 = 43,303.06
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Calculating ECPI for Smarties Super Fund



Exempt income proportion =

 This uses a daily weighted average so when a transaction occurs is important 

 More in retirement phase on average:

- Pension payments and lump sums later in a year

- Pension commencements earlier in a year

 Less in non-retirement phase on average:

- Accumulation withdrawals earlier in a year

- Contributions later in a year
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Maximising proportionate method ECPI 

average value of retirement phase liabilities

average value of superannuation liabilities



 Segregated pension assets are assets solely supporting retirement phase liabilities

 Section 295.385 of ITAA 1997

- Income on segregated pension assets is ECPI (100% exempt)

- Capital gains and losses are disregarded and not included in assessable income

- General expenses are not deductible as incurred on assets producing exempt income

- Disregarded small fund assets are not segregated current pension assets for ECPI under 295.385(7).
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Segregated method for ECPI

1. Unless the fund is paying defined benefit pensions.

A fund solely in retirement phase for an entire income year will use this method1.



 Annual assessment each 30 June 

- Also applies in first year of the SMSF

 SMSF will have disregarded small fund assets for a financial year if all of the following apply:

- At prior 30 June a member was in retirement phase and had over $1.6m total super balance

- The SMSF has a member in retirement phase at any time in the year

- The SMSF is not solely in retirement phase over the whole year

 If have disregarded small fund assets must claim ECPI using the proportionate method and obtain an 

actuarial certificate
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Disregarded small fund assets (DSFA)
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The new ECPI choice rules
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ECPI prior to 2017-18

A brief history…. 

1. Unless trustee(s) have segregated fund assets between pension and accumulation interests.

For income years prior to
2017-18

Segregated method used:
• Elected segregation; or
• SMSF was solely 

supporting pensions  
(not DBs) for the entire 
income year.

Otherwise used proportionate 
method.

Proportionate method applies for entire year1

+ actuarial certificate
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ECPI from 2017-18 to 2020-21

A brief history…. SMSF did not have DSFA1

For income years
2017-18 to 2020-21

Segregated method used:
• Did not have DSFA1; or
• Elected segregation; or
• SMSF had periods solely 

supporting retirement 
phase interests.

Otherwise used proportionate 
method.

Proportionate method + Act cert Segregated method

1. Disregarded small fund assets
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ECPI from 2017-18 to 2020-21

A brief history…. SMSF did have DSFA1

For income years
2017-18 to 2020-21

Segregated method used:
• Did not have DSFA1; or
• Elected segregation; or
• SMSF had periods solely 

supporting retirement 
phase interests.

Otherwise used proportionate 
method.

1. Disregarded small fund assets

Proportionate method applies for entire year
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The new ECPI choice rules from 1 July 2021

When there will be choice

1. Disregarded small fund assets

The ECPI claim will be for 
the 2021-22 or a later 

income year

1

The SMSF does not have 
DSFA1.

If have DSFA → must use 
proportionate method for 

entire year

2

There is a period in the 
year where SMSF assets 

are solely supporting 
retirement phase 

pensions, but not for the 
whole income year.

→ ‘deemed segregation’

3

None of the retirement 
phase pensions in the 

SMSF are defined benefit 
pensions.

4
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Claiming ECPI for income year 2021-22 onwards 

The new ECPI choice rules - SMSF does not have DSFA1

Proportionate method Segregated method

Proportionate method

Can still use elected 
segregation over the year.

The choice aims to assist 
trustees with periods of 
‘deemed segregation’.

An actuarial certificate is 
required to claim ECPI 

under either option.

1. Disregarded small fund assets
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The ECPI choice 
decision

Rearview approach

• Accountant

• Preparing annual reports

• Run comparative analysis

Forward planning approach

• Adviser

• Asset disposal recommendation

• Estimate tax outcome
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 Accurium’s actuarial 
certificate process asks you 
to confirm your choice

 Can complete a 
comparative analysis by 
toggling between

- Yes = use 
proportionate method

- No = use segregated 
method in periods of 
deemed segregation 

 The ECPI choice decision

The ECPI choice 
decision

‘Yes’ = Proportionate method for entire income year

New question
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 Accurium’s actuarial 
certificate process asks you 
to confirm your choice

 Can complete a 
comparative analysis by 
toggling between

- Yes = use 
proportionate method

- No = use segregated 
method in periods of 
deemed segregation 

The ECPI choice 
decision

Segregated method – 100% ECPI

ECPI %

‘No’ = Proportionate 
method AND 
Segregated method

New question



 Where a fund is eligible to make a choice

- it may materially impact ECPI if have significant and irregular income or/and capital gains

- otherwise, the choice made may not materially impact ECPI

 Whether proportionate or segregated method is ‘better’ depends on timing of income. 

 If significant income or/and capital gains incurred in a period…
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The new ECPI choice rules

To elect or not elect? That is the question….

…of deemed segregation
 Do not choose to apply 

proportionate method, 
select ‘No’

 Under segregated 
method that income is 
100% exempt

…with a non-retirement phase interest 
 Choose to apply proportionate 

method, select ‘Yes’
 Electing to treat periods of deemed 

segregation under the proportionate 
method will increase the exempt 
income % applying to the income

…of deemed segregation and
in a period where have a non-
retirement phase interest
 comparison of outcomes 

required



Happy Days Super Fund – ECPI choice
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Case study – Happy Days Super Fund

Marion: working aged 64

30/6/21 Accumulation = 

$358,845

21/10/21 start ABP on 65th

birthday 

• Pension payment paid 

28/6/22 - $6,400

Continues to work –

employer contributions 

directed to APRA fund for 

insurance

• 30/6/21 balance in 

APRA fund = $3,650

Howard: retiree aged 67

30/6/21 ABP balance = 

$1,486,240

• Monthly pension 

payments - $3,100

• Partial commutation 

$50k 1/3/22

30/6/21 bal in APRA fund 

= $7,180

Ritchie: working aged 41

10/2/22 joined fund with 

rollover of $294,580

Employer cont $1,375 

paid into SMSF 28/4/22

Joanie: working aged 39

10/2/22 joined fund with 

rollover of $167,840

Employer cont $1,375 

paid into SMSF 28/4/22

Arthur: working aged 43

10/2/22 joined fund with 

rollover of $494,380

Employer cont $3,750 

paid into SMSF 28/4/22
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Case study – Happy Days Super Fund

Howard’s ABP

Marion’s 

Accumulation

Howard + Marion’s ABPs Howard + Marion’s ABPs

Rollover of accumulation benefits 

for Ritchie, Joanie & Arthur

Fund does not have DSFA

SMSF earning rate for   

2021-22 = 9.35%

Member balances at time of 

exiting deemed segregation 

period at 9 Feb 2022:

• Howard: $1,545,079

• Marion: $379,731

1. Assessable portion of total income, 
excluding assessable contributions

Deemed segregation

$47,054 income1 $47,054 income1 $59,237 income1

Fund is eligible to make a 

‘choice’ for ECPI
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Choice to use proportionate method = “No”

Howard’s ABP

Marion’s 

Accumulation

Howard + Marion’s ABPs Howard + Marion’s ABPs

Rollover of benefits for 

Ritchie, Joanie & Arthur

$47,054 income $47,054 income $59,237 income

ECPI% = 70.315% ECPI% = 70.315% ECPI = 100%

ECPI for unsegregated periods:
($47,054 + $59,237) x 70.315% = 

$74,739

ECPI for period of deemed 
segregation:

= $47,054

Total ECPI = $121,793

Fund does not choose to use the 

proportionate method on assets
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ECPI % - default 
approach (no 
choice made)
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Choice to use proportionate method = “Yes”

Howard’s ABP

Marion’s 

Accumulation

Howard + Marion’s ABPs Howard + Marion’s ABPs

Rollover of benefits for 

Ritchie, Joanie & Arthur

$153,345 income    and    ECPI % = 77.952%

Proportionate method ECPI: 
($47,054 + $47,054 + $59,237) x 

77.952% 

Total ECPI = $119,535

No choice made: ECPI = $121,793

Choice made: ECPI = $119,535

Similar ECPI outcomes

Fund chooses to use the 

proportionate method on assets
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ECPI % - full 
year (choice 
made)
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Howard’s ABP

Marion’s 

Accumulation

Howard + Marion’s ABPs Howard + Marion’s ABPs

Rollover of accumulation benefits 

for Ritchie, Joanie & Arthur

Choice = “No”

ECPI for unsegregated periods: 

($47,054 + $59,237 + 2/3 x 

$890k) x 70.315% = $491,941

ECPI for period of deemed 

segregation: $47,054

Total ECPI = $538,995

$47,054 income $47,054 income $59,237 income

CGT event: 
$890,000

Case study – significant gain in unsegregated period
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Case study – significant gain in unsegregated period

Howard’s ABP

Marion’s 

Accumulation

Howard + Marion’s ABPs Howard + Marion’s ABPs

Rollover of accumulation benefits 

for Ritchie, Joanie & Arthur

Choice = “Yes”

ECPI for unsegregated periods: 

($47,054 + $47,054 + $59,237 + 

2/3 x $890k) x 77.952%

Total ECPI = $582,050

$47,054 income $47,054 income $59,237 income

CGT event: 
$890,000

No choice made: ECPI = $538,995

Choice made: ECPI = $582,050

Choice “Yes” better ECPI outcome
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Applying ECPI choice in 

SuperMate
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Your ECPI choice 
questions

Slido questions

Join at slido.com
Event code 3199008
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More information + help

accurium.com.au/actuarial-certificates/



 The SMSF Association is the independent, professional body representing Australia's self-managed super fund 
sector.

 Accurium is an SMSF Association Accredited Educator

 If you would like to find out more information about the association you can opt-in to receive 
communications directly from them by emailing your contact details to communications@accurium.com.au
and saying you would like to opt-in to SMSF Association communications.
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Self Managed Super Fund Association

Do you want more information from the SMSF Association?

mailto:communications@accurium.com.au
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Contact us 
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